FLEET FUEL
MANAGEMENT

Fuel is one of the top expenses of any fleet. In addition to the cost of oil, fraud at the pump is
on the rise. Nonfuel purchases are a growing concern, as well as the threat of card skimmers.
Implementing a managed fuel program with the right fuel card can mitigate fraud and optimize
fuel use.

Safe and simple fuel management.
By implementing fuel card services, you can reduce
the risk of fraud, control costs, and provide your
drivers with a convenient method of payment.
The process is simple. When drivers pull up to the pump,
they swipe their vehicle’s fuel card, enter their personal
identification number and then record their current mileage.
Instead of receipts for each transaction, you will receive a
consolidated invoice, allowing you to manage more efficiently
one of your fleet’s top expenses. Access to an online portal
allows you to easily review purchases and mange drivers.

Control spending.
Unlike corporate cards and expense reports, our fuel
card program provides the transparency you need to
eliminate unwanted expenses. Use our online tools and
reports to track every transaction and mitigate the risk of
fraud or eliminate premium fuel and nonfuel purchases
by setting up card usage restrictions

Reduce administrative tasks.
Say goodbye to expense reports! Our fuel program
comes with efficient online tools that streamline the

Our fuel card services not only help to protect your

administration of your fuel expenses. Update cards,

finances by mitigating fraud, but also find ways to

driver information, and more—all online.

save you money on your fuel expenses. You may also
be eligible to enjoy perks, such as discounts at the

Optimize fuel use.

pump, when your drivers utilize their fuel card.

Our program provides insight into vehicle health and
driver habits through data points, such as odometer
readings, fuel spend, fill-up times, and driver stats.
By understanding such key components of vehicle
analytics, you can make the best decisions for
your fleet.
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